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ABSTRACT
:' A study examined peer group writing evaluation in the

classroom. Freshmen intexpository writing classes were trained_at the
beginning of the isemesterlo respond first to the ideas in the

r essays, and only after giving the writer feedback on this level were
they to help the writer with mechanics and syntax. After, being .
divided into groups of four or five, the'students read their first

(.) drafts aloud, with each peer'in turn criticizing the writer's work
orally and in written comments on the copies. These comments were
used in writing second drafts, which were turded in to the teacher,
whose comments were then used for the final draft. The peer grodps
Aremerally followed the same pattern of development. InAhe early
stages, the majority of comments were positive evaluations of a
writer's work. Along) with these supportive comments weOre criticisms
of content and form, which thepwriters did not always,use in their
revisions (reflecting their resentment at being criticized by someone
other than the teacher) as well as a lack of experience in revision).
Comments about grammar, punctuation, and syntax were more helpful.
The peers,were able to pinpoint surface level problems and -offer
solutions. As the semester progressed, the peers began to suggest
ways that tAd writer might revise a text instead of merely
criticizing the writer. (HTH)
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% Peer Groups) in tfie Composition Classroom: ,A Case StUdy

By Nina D. ZiV
\

Like many composition teachers, 1 have been using the

wogkIr approach4in my rclassroomhfor several years. The

flocuS' of this approach is the peer writing group in whicH
)

student writers share and criticize eacil otherp work.

adopted this approach because it appeared to be'a good

teachAng technique and because-it received vave reviews'from

Writers such as James,Moffett, Peter Elbow, Thom Hawkins,

and Ken Bruffee. Despite the praise heaped upon this
3

technique, I have been alternately dieappointed and elated

about the.how these grOups have functiohed in my classroom.
11

In order to better understand how these groups operatb, I

conducted a study of peer grpup interaction in my classroom.

The Participants in this project were freshmen in my txposi-
., -

tory writing classes at New York'Univeesity and Seton Hall
'

U7iversity. ,At the eeginning of th semester, I trained

the participants,to respond to essays. Using suggestions

from ;lbowjs Writing Without Teachers and Hawkins' Group

Inquiry Techplques for:Teaehing Writing; I emphasized that

students should respond first.to the ideas in the essaye and

only after giving the writer feedback on this level should the

students help, the writer on the seZtential and lexical levels'.

After the training sess,lons, I divided t'he classes up

ihto groups.of four,or five stddents and instructed the

students to write their first drafts at home and bring n
these drafts to class with enough copies for their peers.



Thé students then read their papers aloud and' each peer, in turn

criticizO the writer's work-orally and in written comments on

the copieS) The sessions of two groups at eton Hall. and

three groups at NYU were tp.pe recorded: -After these sessions,
a

the students"would use the peer comments to write second drafts

which they turned ieto me. After I commented on, their papers,

the etudentsused my comments to writelfinar,draA . In

addition to taping the peer group sessions, I nt)erviewed

representative students in each clads 'at the beginning'and

end of till:3 semester about their writing experiencts and their

expgri.ences in peer groups.

My findings,indicate that(peer groups gerp.e24S.A.y follo"wed

the same pattern of development. In the early stages, the
1

majority of the comments were positive evaluatiOn% .of A writer s

'work such as "I like your ided" or "good paper." While.these /

comments did not give.the writers.feedback on the content
oP

their work, they were worthwhile responses because at this

Point student's were just %eginning to earn t8-- Work togeper

as'a group and positive tvaluations of their writing made

aroup 'members feel com'fortable with one another. Students

als-o engaged in fsmall talk" about things urirelated to.their

writirig. It is easy to dismiLs such talk as a waste of time;

however, I think it iqs- important.to remember that when theg'

enter our classds, many of the students have Sever participated

such groups and such-talk helps to diffuse the tension-
.

many students reel at,being in a "teacherles0 lass.



Along-with these supportive comments were criticisms of

content and form. There were gxeat differences in thm kinds

a

of'comments made in'each area and how the writers used the

commen-sts. The peer comments 6n content did.give the writer
',

- ,.indications that there were some problems in the text. Thus
A

s tudent6 wrote comments such. as "this paper is tao shdrt,"

or %"the argument in your papeT is a weak oqe.". Though these

comments were,val0 criticisms, students faund .such comment6
4

unhelpful and made few major reVisions in response to them..
4

. For ekample, Mark, a participant in the r.oiect, wrote his

ficst/ paper abput frisbee plaiink. He had a good description

of'the game of frisbee tut little about his involvement-in

-the sport. His peers suggested thwt he put more of him self
I

in his paper and he acknowledged that they were right. However,
0

. in his next draft, he did not discuss his persondl,involveme-nt
-

in more depth. Two possible explanations for'why students.

'made few revisions are embodied in a comment _miede ty Mark
4

in Ills final interview: "In the begiAning I resented the /
,

peer groupprocess because all they were doing was, you know,I,

criticizing it and that didn't helptoo much:" Mark's!common't

indicates h is relentment:gt being:criticized by someone o'iliter

than his teacher and his underlying rack of faith in peer I.

criticism. His remark also.ref1ect6 the lack of revislon

experience he and his clatumates had. Indeed, at, this stage,

the students could criticiZe butthey could not offer sug estions\

as to how the writer might solve the problem in file text.



rh contrast to the way criticism about content was given

and used, peer comments at)out grammar, punctuation, sPelling,

or on 'the lexicaVsentential level were much more helpful- to

the writers. For example, her4 is a group of students in

their fi4st peer group session discussing a student's paper.

The writer isVincent.

Charlie': The next sentence

Vincent: is a run on.

Charlie: Yes. YoU have four thoughts in there. "There
-

wasn't a store.left except for Key food, a fruit

store, butcher dtore!Ithat's one thought. "'Others

had been raided before the food store off limit0-
vo 5

cry had gone ,into effectathat's aosecond thought,

and you cEin't put it in parentheses.

Vincent: So I'll put that into a few sentences.
.

'Wilton:. I think the use of parentheses is to-show second

thoughts or side thoughts. You should make separate

sentenbes 'out of those or wee' commas. The reader

looks at parentheses as'an insert.

Vincent: All right.

(Charlie: :Is this a misplaced modifier? We spotted a c'Aurch

baza§tr?

Vincent: I dOn't know what a modifier is.

Charlie: "Right before the toll booth to enter Rockaufay, I

spOtted a church bazaar! Put4chur,ch liaza.ar.vbefore

this clause.

0Vincent: YOu mean, put-church bazaar liefore*Rockaviay?*



o
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see,'I'put,tI-spdtted the church bazaarright

beforethe toll booth'to'enter Rockaway,

Charlie: :Right. )

Vincent: That sound's fl.ne.
11

Charlie: 6It turned out to be Las Vegas night." Maybe

that shouldn't be a different paragraph.

' Bonnie: That's'all.right. What bout the next one?

Vincent; ,:.Put the next paragraphs together? Okay.

In,.their comments oA surface level problems,;the peers w e not

ondy able to pinpoint the problems; they were also able to

offer Soautions'to them. Thus Charlie suggested how to revise

a rup-on sentence, Milton commented on Vincent's use of parëntheses

and'Bonnie euggeeted.a new revision of VinCentls paragraphing.

5

At the,beginning of the semester thenjpeer comments

consisted of expressions pf positive support, prAlem and

solution comments oh surface level° matters, and more liniited

comments on the conceptual and structural level-s. As,the
la

%

semester progressed, the three categories of comments continued

to appear in the oral/and written responses of the peers.'

The natur& of the evaluative and surface level comments

,remained uhchanged. However, there were noticeable Aifferences
, .

in how peers responded.to conceiptual and atructural prob/eps

in tIle text. Ihstead of=just criticizing the writer, they

began to offer suggest'ions' as to how he or she might revise

a text. For instance, Vincent wrote ht*,fourth essay)labout

the hOstage crisis in Iran and puggestd that the-United

States ube miXitary force to get the hostages out. After



stating hia position, he wrote:

'The U.S had a policy known as "speak sottly.anT carry

a big stick..."'.

,

early 19001s. What it entailed .kas that.if any country
0

got out of dine, the U.S. would_react with milita0 'force.

This policy worked 'very well during th-st)

0

But since the U.S. was looked upon by zome.,guropean countrid's

as being a b ully, the U.S. got away from this policy..)

Since the U.S..had'been using the "M4. Nice Guy"

policy, we lost thousands and thousands of.boys in Vietnam.

Now we h&ve to be at the mercy df Ahe OPEC natione.. Most

recently., We had had to sit on pins and needles over the.

fran crisis.'

'Here is an exchanae about this section of the paper:

Charlie: dim add a littl e spiCe to itr.maybe you should:
A

give an example of how reaclipg to Military fOrce
. -

worked. In the early 1900's if any'country got

Cut of line% the U.S. eacted with military force.w.

Vincent: You want me to givesome examplest

Charlie: Yea, give some exampresi
*

Vincent: Okay.

Charlie: We have to be at the mercy of the OPEC nations.

Put *hy we've been at the mercy 4f the OPEC

nations. You should examine the situation.

Later In Ahe same paper; Vincent wrote that if the Unite&

atates stepped in, the Iranians woJild desert Khomeini for

"it is my opinion that only a few Iranians feel the way

8.
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Khomd3iii does and when push comes to shove these radical Iran.igns
. I

a

Would burn tb.eir own flag." Roman, a group member, wrote this
0 _0'

comment,next to Vinbent:'s staements: ° "Back up your:opinion

More strongly." In'his next draft, Vincent ussd his peers'

. suggestions and Øve two examples of U.S. $ilitary intervention
,,,

.,

during the early l9001sInd the reason we
4

are dependent on

OPEC'. .

.
, a

e

°From the examples-.I have diven,.it is clear that pdar
. .1

groups can work if teachers dre patient as they evolve.

Indeed, teacgers cannot,expect students to iiraculously

become axpert dritics,and feel cbmrtab1,e in this new

group 'setting. They peed-Aime to develop a.i..e.pse of trust

within -We grop structure before they are Peady td accept

gnd constructi'Vely use thw.comments tade by their Eler's:

Furthermore,,students.need It certain environment in which

to develop their critical powers. The students in my .

study became good critIcs as a result of their interaction

wIth their peers and because:throughout the semester, I,

intersper'bed peer group sessions with-,class sessions

atrout-revision strg.tegies they might use when rewriting
/.

their papers.

My role as a.teacher of revision strategies was a natural
A

one in this class setting. However, other roles which were

natural in a regular class did not stem to fit into the*

scheme of the "-teacherless!' class. One role which came into

question was that of the tmacher as evaluator. In this study,

the draft process 'began with peer reviews and at a later stage,

.0
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students_received comments frod&then. teacher. Sometimes,,
4

the students' reactions,conflicted with my assessment resulting

in confusion in the student writer's mind about which of the

comments should be followed. For example, Vincent wrote his

first paper about his experiencei during the New York City

blackout of l.(577-when his father's atore was-nearly footed by

rioters: Here is what his peera said about the content Of the

paper:

Vincent: Okat. Tell me about the substance of the paper.

Wilton:- This isaVarrative. Ii Ls basicallyABCD
happened. It's not analytical'. You can dO a

narrative.

Chdarlie; It's not a bad narrative.
4

Wilton: If it had to be,a narrative, it,xas a good

' harrative.

Charlie: Ha reve'als it slowly. How his fpellihgs developed.

One of the good points about it.

Vincent's peers evidently were satisfied with the content of

A

a

the paper. However,4my evaluation qf the essay was entirely
.

.

!
different. I thought that while it wasein gobd chronological

.,
order, it rmbled on for six pages with no ptiTticular point

to it. I suggested to Vincent that. he change'the,focus of ,the

paper and discuss why' people behlive In the manner he had 4
'

described. Bec
,EL

use Vincent had gotten;a_positive rasponse from

peers to hie essay, he wqs reluctant to make.major,

ArevisLona in response to my commants.
I

I o

-
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Ono way to deai,with the teacher-peer,conflict I have described
.

0' is not to have peer'sxand teachens evaluate the same,paper.

: SAnce there,Imay still be some confli'dt because of the f1ñal

grade the teacher places on the student paper, teachers might ;

_opt for not putting rades On:AndJoviaial papers and instead

he student's best work ofhave a compoaite graid bae..ed

/

the semester.

, Another role wVich came,Anto question in this kind ',of

class setting was- frh.at ol...the teacher as an audi6nce for

.her staidentd1 wri ing. In this three stage draft.procesa%

students were ,tfr initial audience'for ei.dh other and as
4

A reauit, 'excluded me as a reader. For example, students-

used terminolo0 only, their peere could understand or wrote

essays'whiCh weke ebsentially responses tO s'Omething anolher

, peerAad writtri. Because of this shift in audience the,.

a,

ec
s .

dialogue whichiI was accueomed to creating with my'students
J

p was often subillerted hy the student to siVdent diarogue whidh
1

,. .

was odcuring./ *
1 -

In my'reabarct, I have explore& in depth how', peers .inter-.

Act-with eacii other and- Aukgekpted sope'of the'probiems

teachers have in defining theit'.roles in a.a>"teacher,less"

classroom. /I believe that peer response groupS ahould be

the subjecilof furiher`lesearch for even't6ough peer grouPs
,

'are not the panacea for all our stu4entsl. writing problems,

students.who participate in 'such groups learn how to inter-.
..

act with o-ther writdre and how .to be good critics, and to me,,
..,. .

these are 'important assdts tor any writer to 'have.
,

0 -
,,, .1 ,
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